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Editorial
Rain is here at last, we can get muddy and look like real orienteers. Hope everyone is enjoying the
start of the season and have managed to get a few orienteering runs in. My first pull out in the centre
pages! No it's not a hunky pin up for the bedroom wall but more important, entry forms for the
Queen's Birthday weekend. Pull it out, fill it in, and send itoff!( with the right money of course)
Back in October last year, North West OC did a grand job of putting on the New Zealand
Orienteering Championships. Great maps, great courses, great organisation and even the weather
was good. One thing that stood out to me over the weekend was the presence of one club in
particular, that was Hawkes Bay Orienteering Club. I pestered the club's secretary, Pam Morrisson,
to find out what is the secret to the club's success and to see if we can pick up any hints for our
region. See page 18.
Then Kathy Farquar has come up with some good brain storming constructive ideas on how to
promote Orienteering in Auckland. Page 23.
Thanks to Phil Wood who each month writes the WACO Training page for all of us to read.
Training hints are always good, this month Phil gives away more of his secrets. If you come across
a good training article else where, or would like to offer some advice on orienteering please let me
know so we can print it in our magazine.
The Orienteer of the Year (OY) rules have been set and are clearly stated on page 15. Please
remember Keith Stone when you are doing the results from one of the OY competitions and follow
his requests.
There are no major changes to the calendar but check out the venues for each event and some
additional information.
The National Squad have a fundraising fun run at the end of this month, details page 26. A chance
to have a training run and a chance to look at the views of Woodhill Forest without your head in a
map.
Jill Smithies is keen for more feedback/ views/ comments on the Sport Ident proposal in last
month's mag. With more feedback she can report back to us in the May edition.
Good luck to those traveling to the Nationals. I hope the recent earthquakes have not altered the
contours on the maps too much?
The deadline for next month is 6th May 2000. Thanks to all of you who do send me articles for
these pages.
Safe travelling to all venues and enjoy the upcoming events.
Chris Rowe
Tel and Fax ; (09) 294 8773
e mail
ian.hunter@xtra.co.nz
Calendar changes/additions to Andy Brewis tel 575 6989 e mail abrewis@iprolink.co.nz
Front Cover: Rob Crawford, WACO, WMOC commentator, Montgomery watch out!
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Letter to the editor
Dear Chris
A number of issues surfaced in the February/March newsletter.
Sports Ident

Electronic control checks were suggested for Auckland clubs. In my opinion, the financial and
organisational costs outweigh the benefits. I do not relish the thought of the extra work involved in
organising events. This includes collecting, setting up and returning the computer, base stations and
battery, administering the hire of ecards on the day, and entering the controls for an event into "the
system". Also, there is the added complication that the current card system will operate
simultaneously for non-red courses.
I concede the advantage that ecards have in events with a large number of competitors. However,
the pressure of numbers on the operation of the finish is not an issue in Auckland.
The financial costs to orienteers are $45 for the card, which I will no doubt lose in its first year, and
an unknown extra event fee to pay for the system. I am not averse to sacrificing a couple of bottles
of good wine annually for something equally satisfying, but what is it? The article suggests less
wear and tear on normal controls (not costed), not having to carry a clip card and less manpower at
the finish.
Well, I do not the find that the clip card slows me down very much. Furthermore, I find the finish is
one of the better jobs as you get to meet new club members and have a yarn with friends. I do not
want to be there on my own! I suppose that instant split times are handy if you are technically
competitive, but these people can buy a watch that does the task.
Another disadvantage of the Sport Ident system is that you do not have a physical record of which
controls you have clipped as you go around a course. If you go from control 5 to control 7, you do
not know that you missed control 6 until after you have finished. It happens!
Prestart

In another article by another unnamed author, it is suggested that at Auckland area club events we
should enter the prestart at the time shown on our clip cards. This is different from the procedure
used at the NZOF A level events where we have been entering the prestart before the time shown
on the clip card. Some room for confusion here. I would also like the start clock to be set to the
time given on the radio.
I am not sure that having a prestart is worth the effort. At OY1 this year, one person copied the
wrong master map and at least four copied a control circle incorrectly. I suspect that the lack of
tension at a prestart makes people unfocused. A combination of prestart and no prestart OYs during
the year could be informative.
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The Nationals

I am disappointed that you will not, in future, publish comment about the timing of the national
championships. The debate is interesting. It is also unresolved in that a significant minority believe
they have not had their views properly considered.
It is alleged that the NZOF nationals committee was "stacked" to obtain NZOF council's favoured
outcome. This may be smart politics for Parliament, and seemingly district councils, but in my view
is not appropriate for the NZOF. A sporting organisation with a significant minority who perceive
they have been unfairly treated is not healthy. The unseemly rush to impose the will of a majority
was poor management of the affairs of the NZOF. The discussion about the timing of the national
championships has had an unwarranted forced closure by both NZOF and you.
There is an associated issue of training for NZOF councillors. Sports administration is not
equivalent to business or political management. A sports club member has different needs, and
relates to and participates in the organisation in a different manner than the employee of a firm,
government official or member of a political party. I hope that NZOF councillors have been making
use of sports management training opportunities provided through Hillary Commission funding.
Perhaps Rob Crawford, if elected as NZOF president, can ensure councillors undertake appropriate
training. Communication, decision making and relationship management would be appropriate
modules. Some orienteers will detect a resonance with the administration of their club in all of this.
Please note that I am not a supporter of a fixed end of year date for the nationals, Labour weekend
or otherwise. Nor am I supporter of an AOA schedule that had the Auckland club organising an OY
event before the summer series had ended.
John Powell

In reply;
I'm not usually in the habit of replying to letters to the editor publicly but seeing as John has
referred to me as "you " directly I guess I'll break the habit. I've been in this country for 2½ years
and it feels as if the subject of the nationals has been a major topic of conversation in the New
Zealand orieneetring world for 2½ years. I've not heard anything different from the first time I
heard the argument, so for me it is boring and going round in circles and even though personally, I
would prefer the Nationals at the end of our winter season while I'm editor I get to choose what
does and does not go in- there has to be some perk to this job. So this really does mean the last time
but by all means ask the next editor. (the job is always open to offers)
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EVENT CALENDAR
PLEASE CALL CLUB SECRETARIES FOR FINAL CONFIRMATION OF THESE DETAILS: (A)
AUCKLAND: NICOLA KINZETT 09 521 9535 (CM) COUNTIES-MANUKAU: HILARY ISLES 09
235 2941; (E) EGMONT: SUZANNE SCOTT 06 758 4739; (H) HAMILTON: LINDA FLYNN 07
889 6751 (NW) NORTHWEST: JILL SMITHIES 09 838 7388; (P) PINELANDS: CHRIS
JACKSON 07 886 5313; (R ) ROTORUA: PETER FITCHETT (07) 345 6786; (T) TAUPO:
ALISON MENSEN 07 378 0577; (WACO) WAIKATO AND AUCKLAND CAMPUS: MELISSA
EDWARDS 09 634 8104; (WH) WHANGAREI: DICK RANKIN 09 434 6499; (NOS) NATIONAL
ORIENTEERING SQUAD: ROB CRAWFORD 09 412 9711.
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, START TIMES ARE 10 AM TO 12 MIDDAY. SEE MAP AT
BACK OF MAGAZINE FOR LOCATION OF AUCKLAND MAPS.

APRIL
8/9

NI Secondary School Champs - Red Kiwis
tel: Robyn Davidson 06 353 3262

9

CMOC

Promotional event Waiuku Forest sign posted from Waiuku.

16

AOC

Winter series 1 Deaks Head signposted from Rimmers Rd off SH16 south
of Helensville. There is a $5 additional charge per car to Maori land owners.
Fees of $10 per senior, $5 jun/ stud/ pensioner $25 per family all of which
includes the $2 to Carter Holt for forest access. But it is a great map!

16

Rotorua

Central District OY2 Ngamotu Take SH 38 to Murupara, turn through
Rerewhakaitu and on to Ashpit/Ngamotu Roads

22/23/24

National Championships at EASTER
Entry close was1April 2000

Wairarapa

30

Addidas Woodhill Forest Fun Run- Fund raiser for the National squad,
details in this magazine.

MAY
7

WHO

Winter series 2 Tomarata Lake. Take highway 1 north from Auckland.
Turn right on the Mangawhai road, 2 km past Te Hana (13km south of
Kaiwaka - turn left if coming from the north). Turn right on School Road
approx 8 km further on. Follow O signs to event. Estimated travel time from
Auckland, 1 hour and 20 mins.
Details see page 11 of this magazine.

13/14 Egmont

CD OY3 and 4 Pio Pio half wayfromHamilton to New Plymouth. A must event
for those going to APOC in the Oz rocks.
Contact: Suzanne Scott 06 758 4468, suzannes@taranaki.ac.nz

17

CMOC

Auckland Intermediate School Champs.

21

WACO

Winter series 3 Ahuroa off Puhoi- Ahuroa Road.
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JUNE
3/4/5 QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY Multiclub 3 day event. Entry form with this magazine.
CMOC - Matakawau Top of Waiuku peninsula, signposted from road just before
Waiuku
AOC - Slater Road. SH 16 to CHH forest headquarters north of
Waimauku. Signposted from forest headquarters turnoff.
NW - Wounded Knee, DSH16 signposted from Parakai, Shelly Bay,
and at the turn into Trig Rd
11
NW
Sec Schools event plus longer red course (Open to all comers) venue to be confirmed
18
Hamilton
21 Wednesday A

25
NW
30 - 9 Jul

OY4
Auckland Secondary School Champs. Beautiful hills SH 16 to CHH
forest headquarters north of Waimauku. Signposted from forest
headquarters turnoff.
OY5 Otakanini Topu Signposted SH16 at Rimmers Rd S of Helensville
APOC & Australia Champs Brisbane

JULY
14/15 NW

16
30

CMOC
NW

Silva New Zealand Secondary School Champs
Wounded Knee signposted from Parakai SH16
Otakanini Topu Signposted Rimmers Rd. SH 16
Winter Series 4
Winter Series 5 Otakanini Topu hanging in. SH 16 Rimmers Rd

AUGUST
20

WACO

OY6

SEPTEMBER
3
17

WHO
CMOC

23
24

Pinelands
Taupo

OY7
OY8- Pollock about half way up the Waiuku peninsular, signposted
from road running into Waiuku
CD OY 6 Kapiti
CD OY 7 99 Hills

OCTOBER
1
AOC
8
CMOC
14/15 NW
15
Rotorua
28/30 CDOA

OY9
Auckland Team Score Champs
Auckland Champs Waiti, East Coast Rd between Silverdale and Okura
CD OY 8
A bit of a clash here people!
Labour weekend CDOA Champs

NOVEMBER
19
NW
GREAT DAY "O"

Muriwai
Ralf King Score Event
Postponed, but will happen some time and we still need a planner

5
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Auckland Secondary Schools Orienteering
Championships
This event will be held on Wednesday the 21st June on the Beautiful Hills.
The entry forms will be sent out to schools immediately prior to Easter and are due to be returned
by the 2nd June (prior to Queens birthday weekend).
All secondary school orienteers please chase up your school sports coordinator after Easter and
make sure your school gets its entry in. If the entry form cannot be located or you need other
information please contact Joanna or Alistair Stewart at 575 5695 (j.stewart@auckland.ac.nz or
aw.stewart@auckland.ac.nz).

Junior Regional Squad and
Regional Challenge
Within the next few weeks I will be naming the Junior Regional Squad for 2000. Having been
somewhat inactive for the last 12 months due in part to a lack of coach, the squad is very fortunate
this year to have enlisted the services of Mark Lawson as coach.
There will be a training day soon after Mark's return from the World Cup in Australia. In the mean
time there is to be a Regional Challenge held at the Nationals at Easter.
The Wellington Juniors have issued a challenge to the juniors of all other regions. This has only
occurred after the closing of entries for the Nationals so no team will be announced but a scoring
system will be devised for those competing.
Seniors, make sure that you follow the progress of the Auckland region juniors during
the events and give them every encouragement.
Juniors, lets show the other regions the calibre ofjunior orienteering in Auckland - best of luck.
Joanna Stewart - Manager, Junior Regional Squad
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Auckland Chatter
The Club Flag is still missing. John Powell is threatening to let Rae ( who I understand is very
keen) loose as a one person search party. Please would all club members look in the boot of their
cars for it so that we can keep Rae reigned in. Her hunting is likely to be at a high level, as, if the
flag does not turn up, John will ask her to make a new one. On the positive side, this means that we
will have one in blue and white, not orange, marked AOC not COC.
I hope our current committee is not aiming to continue the policy of a bi- annual club name change.
I understand the image change for WINZ cost several million.
If you want to run as part of the NZ team in Oz, fill out the form hidden in the latest NZ Orienteer
by the end of March. If this warning comes to you too late, I suggest that you offer Jill Dalton lots of
folding money. Its a pity we missed warning you last month!
Welcome to new member Brian Johnson, a 21 year old student. Please look out for him'
Old hand will be pleased to note that Merve Paitry is back in the fold as an active orienteer after
two years over commitment to study and work with Unitec. Deep in the fold in fact, having taken
over the role of events co-ordinator, a job that should fit Merve like a glove. It's good to have you
back Merve.
Remember that the committee is not a closed shop and all members are more than welcome to
attend their club's meetings and to contribute without having to commit to a functional role. Contact
club secretary Nicola Kinzett at 521 9535 or nicolakinzett@dbgroup.co.nz if you want agendas or
minutes emailed to you. The next meeting is at the Brewis's, 32 Dingle road, St Heliers, at 7.30
Wednesday April 5. Notes from the last meeting. $50 to the Westpac helicopter, charity with focus!
We are running the Secondary school champs at Beautiful Hills, Wednesday 21 June. If you can
help mid week, diary this date now. A small sub group was formed to set up the first social event of
the year. The hunt is on for a new forest area to map. We are serious and it will happen.
The Stewarts are celebrating the end of the summer series with a stroll and paddle around Able
Tasman national park before the SI champs. It would be a mistake to suggest to Alistair and Joanna
that a rest might be a better alternative , but doubt if the word rest is within their vocabulary. What a
great job this family has done this summer, with the Blockhouse bay event so popular that queues
were reported at controls. The high flow over from summer events to forest events this year can
only have arisen from the wonderful dialogue that they have created with new orienteers and the
welcoming image of the sport they have created at every event.
Bruce and Catherine are expecting number 3 in a months time and while Jonathon and Jane
Counsell were back in New Zealand securing their NZ citizenship we discovered that Jane is
working on a future orienteer as well.
Julia Reynolds is back in new Zealand and will O again we are told. One wonders if Craig's
orienteering will fade a little.
The Clendons walked White Island as tourists and said it was great fun. Anyone wanting to know
how to go about this adventure (and what sort of shoes and hardware to wear) should call them.
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North West News
Running on home ground (read sand dunes) at Muriwai recently was a good confidence booster,
but losing time on look alike parallel spurs on the aptly named "99 Hills" map (Taupo) last weekend
was a timely reminder to slow down and engage the brain when orienteering.
The season is well underway, with the promotional courses at Muriwai attracting several newcomers
from the summer park series, and the string course proving very popular with younger ( and
somewhat bigger) children. Good to see Sarah Gilkison developing her entrepeneurial abilities with
a sell-out sausage sizzle at the event! Watch out for M14 Campbell Melrose-Allen - he followed up
a good result on the short red course at Muriwai with a very fast 2nd leg split at the Katoa Po relays.
Club captain Bert Chapman organized three 7-man teams to compete in the 20th annual Katoa Po
night relays hosted by Taupo O club barely 5 minutes drive from the town centre. First crisis arose
when leg 7 runner Dave Middleton left his O shoes back in Auckland, but this obstacle was
overcome by borrowing Geoff's sweaty pair after his leg 5 run. The conditions were clear and
perfect with a silver moon just rising as the first leg runners sprinted off into the dusk but Taupo's
autumn chill set in as the night wore on. Despite several less than perfect handover transitions
between team members, our " 7 M's" team still managed 4th place , with the owl trophy being
scooped by Egmont. Led vociferously by Tevor Carswell and Bert (who won awards for their
distinctive head attire), our team spirit was certainly our most audible yet, but the head lamp award
went yet again to the military campaign mounted by the Hawkes Bay troops.
Special mention must be made of our juniors :- Campbell and Harry Melrose-Allen and Nick
Mead, who all ran enthusiastically after a rousing send-off.
The event was concluded with long service awards for those who had run in the very first Katoa Po
( 1981)- including our very own Terje Moen - and champagne and cake at 8.00 am.
I note that Bert was not wearing his blue and red chicken head-dress at the CDOA
event on Sunday - can it be that the headless chicken effect contributed to his DNF??
Congratulations to Mark Lawson who has been selected for the NZ team to compete in the World
Cup races in Australia in April.
Several Auckland orienteers competed in the Carson Challenge on 11/12 March. Race directors
Alistair and Jean Cory-Wright have devised an event incorporating running over the volcanic cones
from One Tree Hill to Rangitoto and Motutapu, sailing around the Hauraki Gulf, orienteering
through dark tunnels and mountain biking Waiheke. Geoff and Lisa were lucky to be invited to join
CMOC's Chris Rowe and Ian Hunter on the yacht "Strategy" for a great, if strenuous weekend. I
had never envisaged that we might have to tow a 34 foot yacht by propelling a small inflatable
dinghy with kayak paddles- we reached a top speed of 1 knot by this method!
Gay Ambler and Lesley Stone organized a more conventional club trip to Rangitoto at the end of
February and around 20 people enjoyed a glorious tramp and ascent of this Auckland icon.
A very warm welcome to several new members this millennium :-firstly to second generation
orienteer Hayley Ware (daughter of Penny Brothers) and also to two seasoned orienteers who have
recently relocated to Albany - Gary and Kathy (NZOF Publicity officer ) Farquhar.
Welcome back also to Peter King and John Ranson. John's association with NWOC must go back
almost 20 years.
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Library Amnesty: The club subscribes to The Australian Orienteer and British Compass Sport
magazines and the librarian tries to circulate these amongst interested club members. However, all
the 1998/99 magazines have "disappeared" on loan, so please check if you have any club magazines
or library books at home, and return to me (Lisa Mead) so these can be shared by all club members.
Thank you!
Next Club Meeting:
The May meeting will be held Wednesday 10th May at Stan Foster's home, 83A McLeod Rd, Te
Atatu South. Everyone is most welcome to attend.
Lisa Mead

NORTH WEST ORIENTEERING CLUB
INVITE YOU TO JOIN THEM ON A
CINEMA AND DINNER NIGHT OUT.

Saturday 10th June 2000
A home cooked meal, followed by a private
showing of a film with ice creams in the interval!
Venue in Avondale.
Tickets are $20 (BYO) and can be booked by
calling Gay Ambler TEL: 09 424 7010
Max: 50 people so book your seat early.
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CMOC CALLING
The Orienteering Year began with our promotional event at Totara Park. Great weather was enjoyed
by a large group of keen orienteers with a good selection of courses set by young orienteers Robert
Iles and controlled by Graham Hattie with Bob H as Oversear. Thanks for a good day.
With the finish of the summer series a special thanks to the Stewart Family for running such a range
of events really getting the word around with many newcomers to the Sport.
The Robbies have been busy around South Auckland over the last few months organising many
school events and local midweek courses to train up kids for the Franklin Primary school Champs
coming up in May. We hope to have more promotional events this year to give the sport a boost in
membership.
Wayne And Trish Aspin have been doing a lot of remapping on Matakawau in preparation for
Queens Birthday weekend.
Katoa Po all night relays saw a 7 person squad from CM compete in an exciting fun weekend. Tents
covered the area with a great turnout from most clubs and about 7.30pm leg.1 began with over 30
youngsters racing to the first control of which there were several so confusion was evident for some
time. Just over 12mins later our first runner Ciaran Murphy raced into the shute (2nd on the first
leg)and off went Jenny Iles. The tension was explosive as I waited, Jennys number was called as she
sprinted in(a great effort) then I was gone. (we can win this I was thinking)As I came to no.2 upside
down by accident. Look at the map, take a bearing, follow the torches, decision: Do all three.
Suddenly I was finished and away went Robert Iles (our no.4.man)where had the time gone? Why
cant I do this well with daylight? The answer: dont think just run and hope you don't fall down a
cliff.
Robert was back and off went Hillary(no.5)A good leg 4 by Robert. Bob Hattie next. After an
informal discussion Bob was ready to go with our secret weapon, 2 torches arranged in such a way
that visibility was optimum. It should have worked better but next year hope to purchase a set of
night vision Binoculars thereby getting rid of torches and preventing other clubs from following our
torch light. Well, in theory.
Hillary was back(a great run)Bob and I had not finished our talk and a delay followed before Bob
went. All this excitement and only 11.30pm. Off to wake up Graham Hattie our leg no.1 man(top
gun, last chance, only hope I was thinking to myself)12.15am and in raced Bob(another fine CM
performance)The pressure was on, we only had to make up 30 to say 45 mins to gain 1st place but
were very happy with 10th overall. Graham arrived back at 1.15am and it was over. THE BEST
night relays I'd been to and also the 1st. Well done team.
OY2 at Huriwai went well with perfect weather. The country side was the setting for
BRAVEHEART I think. The courses were great and it's good to have such a variety of countryside
in Auckland. Our thanks to Aidon Nelson(setter)and John Robbie(controller)For a great course and
Doesjka Currie(coordinator)for the organisation and the many others who helped out. Without you
Orienteering wouldn't be around. THANKS!!
Anyone wishing to set, control or coordinate PLEASE<PLEASE<PLEASE contact me on 09
2356162.it would be great to have more local events fitted into the calendar. I await your call. I'M
WAITING!
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Happy 88th Birthday to Life member Elsa (mother of Uni Lewis). Elsa is our oldest club number
and one of the first people to start orienteering in New Zealand. Many Happy Returns.
Our next event is Waiuku Forest (west) on April 9th.This is a training and promotional event with
good courses before the Nationals, and before the Trees go or the ocean reclaims the bottom of the
map. See you there.
NEXT CLUB MEETING: at Hilary Isles' house , Monday 1st May, start 7.30pm Otaua Road,
Waiuku tel 09 235 2941. The June meeting will be at the Briffet's house.
Peter M.
tel 09.2356162.

Details for Tomarata Lake
WHO event 7th May 2000
This is event 2 of the Winter Series. Start times 10am to 12pm. It will be run on the
Tomarata Lake map in what is left of the Mangawhai Forest.
The shorter courses will all be in mature forest. The longer courses will be a
combination of mature forest, the coastal strip and runable areas of new forest.
There will be two red courses (8km+ and 5km+) and an orange, a yellow and a white
course.
Pretty well all of the forest on the Slipper Lake map, which is to the south of the
Tomarata Lake map, has now been felled and the felling is proceeding northwards,
so this is probably your last chance in some years to run in the Mangawhai Forest.
The event centre will be the picnic area on the shores of Lake Tomarata. Bring a
picnic!
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WEIRD AND WACO
The Katoa Po All Night Relays were this year held on a map called "Huka" at the base of Mount
Tauhara. WACO had one team in the all night relays this year rather than the usual two.
The team consisted of:
Leg 1: 6 year old girl from Taupo Club (unfortunately whose name I can't remember)
Leg 2: Christina Renhart
Leg 3: Barbara Barr (Wairarapa)
Leg 4: Greg Flynn
Leg 5: Rachel Smith
Leg 6: Michal Glowacki
Leg 7: Phil Wood
They came from behind to make into third place, behind Egmont (1st) and Auckland (2nd).
Congratulations to all the team, but especially for Chris, for whom this was the first event not part
of the Summer Series. Other WACO members at the event were Brent Edwards and Melissa
Edwards, who both ran for an Egmont Team (not the winning team).
Four WACO members made the New Zealand World Cup Team recently, after running in the trials
held at Weiti (Short-O) and Kaipara Knolls (Classic). They are Phil Wood, Michal Glowacki,
Rachel Smith and Melissa Edwards. The team is travelling to Canberra, Australia and running in a
Short Race and 2 Classic Races over Easter. Good luck! Other WACO members who ran at the
trials were Brent Edwards and Greg Flynn.
WACO has nominated Rob Crawford to be the next NZOF President. You probably all read Rob's
article in the March issue of the Auckland Orienteer. We hope you enjoy and do well in the position
Rob (if you get in).
Phil Wood recently entered a 24 hour Adventure Race called the AquaTerra, in which navigation
was a big factor. The event consisted of a 25km kayak down the Kaipara Harbour from the top of
South Head, a 50km Mountain Bike through Woodhill Forest,and a 55km Run/Tramp mainly in the
Waitakeres (passing through various checkpoints on the way). Phil's team (Phil, Tom Ehlan, Jill
Westenra, Rob Harrow) came 2nd, but won the Open Category. Other orienteers at the event were
Peter King, Jason Markham,and Matthew Tuck from Leppin (sponsor of WACO).
The WACO Winter Series this year is at Ahuroa on 21st May. Please ring Melissa or Phil if you
can help on the day.
Melissa
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WACO Training Page
How to prep for a major event Case Study: Nationals 2000
Physical Preparation
Using what you know of the competition area and the demands of a multiday competition, identify
the main characteristics. eg. for a mid-field M45A
Classic race = 80 min approx (some walking)
Short = 2 x 40 min approx
Relay = 35 min (medium leg)
Total = 3.25 hours
Wairarapa Terrain:
Steepish gully-spur
Lots of farmland
Some native bush and pine forest.
Physically it will be a tough weekend. There may be lots of uphill walking, fence crossing,
downhill running, and pace variation between flat and hills, open and forest, and easy navigation
areas and tricky bits. So try and do lots of the above in training (by the time you read this it may be
too late for the example event, but it makes a good case study!).
Fartlek training on variable terrain makes sense. (Fartlek = speed play in Swedish. After
warming up, run around at different speeds which are up to you. Incorporate short sprints, longer
surges, walking, etc).
Three other important aspects to physical preparation are Sleep (before, during and after), Nutrition
(especially the recovery meal within 30-60 min of finishing) and Warm-Up/Cool Down/Stretching
(warm up gently walking/jogging 5-10 min, the same for cool down, then stretch 10 min - then eat!).
Technical Preparation
Although gully spur terrain is relatively easy, it brings with it some problems to overcome. You
tend to run harder on easier terrain and therefore have less oxygen to the brain which causes
mistakes. The legs will tend to be reasonably easier, with trickier controls. So speed variation
control is important.
Wairarapa Terrain:
Steep Gully Spur = route choice - also watch height gain and loss.
Farmland = easy because you can sight features a long way away.
Forest/Native Bush = tricky because you can't see far.
Slumped Areas = tricky contour detail detail DETAIL!
Techniques to concentrate on:
Route Choice : Plan Route Choice legs in advance, e.g. from map pickup to the start triangle, or on
uphill walks. Key words are BOLD and SIMPLE and therefore easy to carry out smoothly.
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Traffic Lighting: Segment each leg into green, orange or red sections according to their difficulty
and then run accordingly. There may be much variation in optimal speed so be prepared to go slow
at times.
Height Loss and Gain: Be aware of the need to climb or drop on steep slope-traversing legs.
Slumped Areas: The contour detail in these areas is similar to detailed areas of sand dunes. They
sometimes have steep slopes or cliffs around one or two sides from which it has slumped. They
may be open or tree covered.
Look for the larger or more unique features on the map - they'll stand out more in the terrain and
make good attack points. Some of these features may include: distinctive trees, water troughs,
multiple contour hills, lakes and ponds, etc.
It helps to write down your physical and technical plan for a major event.
Good luck for your next goal event.
Phil Wood

Lactic Turkey Events Fun Run and
Mounatin Bike Series 2000
Sunday 14th May MACNUT ORCHARD Parakai - NW Auckland
Sunday 18th June WAIUKU FOREST South Auckland
Sunday 16th July WILSONS FOREST Parakai - NW Auckland
At each event:
5 or 10km walk starts 9.45am
5 or 10km fun run starts 10am
7, 14, or 21km mountain bike starts 11.30am
Entry forms are available at cycle and running shops, or call Phil Wood on
Auckland 634-81104 to be sent one.

April 2000
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Orienteer of the Year Competition 2000
The Auckland Orienteer of the Year (OY) competition is a series of events open to all financial
members of clubs in the Auckland Orienteering Association and Central Districts Orienteering
Association. This year there are nine events in the series, starting in March, and competitors in these
earn points based on both their placing and time. The best seven performances of each competitor
will be counted to determine the winner of the Orienteer of the Year award in each grade.
Entering the competition
You do not have to do anything to enter; you will automatically earn points in the grade in which
you first compete. Competitors can only register points in one grade, so if you wish to change
grades later in the competition, you must advise the OY Statistician (Keith Stone, 14a Melandra
Road, Whangaparaoa, ph 09 - 424 2640). Once this advice has been received, points will be
awarded in the new grade and any points earned in the previous grade will be removed.
Pre-start
A pre-start of six minutes will operate at each OY event. The start time entered on your clip-card
will be the time you enter the pre-start to copy your course from the master maps. You then start
your course six minutes later.
Course setters must consider the number of competitors on each course and the length of course to
be copied in order to provide an adequate number of master maps.
OY points
The points awarded in each grade are calculated in two parts —
Place points are awarded to the first 20 in each grade;
2nd, 9 for 3rd and so on, down to .5 for 20th (if there are that many)
Time points are awarded according to the following formula:

10 -

Your time - Winner's time
Winner's time

10 for

1st, 9.5

for

X 10

This means that you lose one time point for every 10% of the winner's time that you are slower so
that no time points are earned when your time is double the winner's time.
Each competitor's best seven points earned from the nine events will be totalled to determine the
series results.
OY awards
To qualify for an OY certificate, senior competitors must have run in a minimum of four of the nine
events or earned more points than others in the grade who have run in at least four events. Junior
competitors qualify after three events.
Results
Cumulative results are displayed at each OY event and in The Auckland Orienteer after every few
events.
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Grade and course combinations
Ages as at 31 December 2000 determine one's 'official' grade but competitors may still be eligible
to compete in a different grade if they wish. Grades designated '21', e.g. M21E or W21B, are open
to everyone. Junior grades (below 21) mean "up to and including this age" while senior grades
(above 21) mean "this age or older". Grades designated 'S' e.g. M21AS or W40AS, provide a
shorter course for that age group. If you choose to run on a course, which does not provide a grade
for which you are eligible, you should enter "unofficial" in the grade box on your clip-card.
This year there will be 8 courses and 27 grades —
Course
1
2
3

4

Men's
grades
M21E
M21A
M40A
M18A
M21AS
M50A
M40AS
M60A

Winner's time

W21E

Technical
difficulty
Red
Red

W21A

Red

60 mins

Red

55 mins

Red

55 mins

Orange

45 mins

Yellow

35 mins

White

25 mins

Women's
grades

5

M70A

6

M16A
M21B
M14A
M21C

W18A
W21AS
W40A
W40AS
W50A
W60A
W16A
W21B
W14A
W21C

M12A

W12A

7
8

65 mins
60 mins

Technical difficulty
The following guidelines apply to typical forest maps and might change at other venues:
Red courses can be described "as technically difficult as possible". They are intended for
experienced senior orienteers.
Orange courses have controls near attack points but away from handrails, and offer some route
choice. They are for experienced juniors and inexperienced seniors.
Yellow courses have controls near handrails, little route choice and no reliance on understanding of
contours. They are for inexperienced juniors and novice seniors.
White courses have controls on handrails, all routes directly along handrails, no route choice and
no contour features. They are for novice juniors.
Club officials
The OY Statistician relies upon lists of financial members prepared by the participating clubs — if
competitors are not listed they are considered non-members. It is important that clubs advise the
statistician before each OY event of any new financial members otherwise they will not be included.
Course lengths and climb should be included in the published results for each event so that the
competitor's times can be compared with other events.
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Bert C h a p m a n , North West Orienteering Club Member, recently spoke with me
about String Courses. Keen to promote and encourage String courses Bert explained
what they are all about.

Bert, like many people, believes orienteering is a family sport
and that we should not forget the Children of the family.
Rather than letting themsit in the car all morning getting
board and fighting with each other they too should
have a reason to get out and get dirty.
STRING COURSES can be used to entertain
kids of all ages.
The main aim is to encourage the enjoyment
of participation,but a bonus of a small reward
may be offered to all finishers eg a cream egg
at Easter or a packet of Smarties.

WHAT IS A STRING COURSE?
The easiest string course does not require a map. A string (tape) about
300m to 400m long is strung out at ground level around a variety of
terrain and objects eg round a boulder, over a hill, round a tree,through
a marsh - the more varied the better.

Six to eight controls are placed at random along the string. On the controls are
pictures of animals or other objects. The control cards have the same pictures
printed on them. The competitors have to match them up as they run/ walk/ jog/ hop
around following the string.

It's easy- someone separate from the main setter and controller
can organise the string course, even a 'big kid' can take on the
responsibility of looking after it for the day.
Any questions on string courses ask Bert Chapman,
a regular to events. While you're there, if any juniors have
any other ideas on what they would like to see at orienteering
events, tell Bert and he'll tell everyone else.
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How do they do it?
Who are "they" ? In this case "they" are Hawkes Bay Orienteering Club. The loud volume of this
club caught everyone's attention at the 1999 Katoa Po Night relays, the moreporks didn't have a
chance of being heard that night and anyone expecting an early sleep after their run - gave up! (For
those not there, Hawkes Bay won the Best Supporting club award which they repeated in 2000).
However, for me Hawkes Bay Orienteering Club's presence at the National Championship 1999
weekend, hosted by our own NorthWest Club, was even more spectacular. The shear number of
competitors who had travelled up from Hawkes Bay and proudly wore their distinctive team's
green and grey O outfits was wonderful; all ages of competitors, the support for fellow club
members coming out the forest, the large number of prize winners (including both relays and 12
individual titles), their presence was felt by everyone at the champs
It got me thinking - how do they do it? What could we learn from them to apply in the Auckland
region. This article is in no shape or form an insult on the efforts of many people in the Auckland
Region who make a big effort and contribution to our sport membership recruitment. There is, no
doubt, more than enough socio - economic points that could fill a lecture about sport club
recruitment. The following it is merely food for thought, an information gathering article for
general interest and hopefully generating a few ideas.
I pestered the Hawkes Bay Club secretary, Pamela Morrission, to find out what the secret is to
such an apparently successful club.

1. How many members does Hawkes Bay Orienteering Club (HBOC) have?

At the end of 1999 we had about 130 members.
(for comparison Auckland Region, AOC + CMOC + NW + WACO has a total of about 200
members)
2. How much has this figure changed over the last 10 years?

Our membership has doubled, probably over the last 5 years. It was fairly static
around the 60 mark for a number of years and personally, I think around 1995 it was
starting to decline.
3. Any ideas on the numbers of families/individuals/couples? ie. what I am getting at is
whether the membership is just a few families or what.

I have just done the subs notices and our membership is made up of 61 families.
(for comparison, Auckland Region about 30 families - there could be discrepancies on what is a
family)
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4. Any ideas of the size of population in the HBOC catchment area so I can compare with
Auckland.

I might embarrass myself here, but at a guess, Hastings/Napier and surrounding areas
would perhaps be 120,000.
(So what's the population ofAuckland Region? Is it somewhere between 1 000 000 and 1 500 000
and growing ?)
5. How many mapped areas does the club have.?

We presently have about 20 colour maps of various ages and standard (club v badge
event).We would also have about 10 park and street maps.
(I guess we have 70 odd maps in Auckland region.)
6. How many new maps are made each year. Please give an idea of size of area.

This varies, but I would guess that it averages out at 1 per year. Size varies - they
could be anything from about 3 sq km to about 10 sq km.
7. Does it always rain in Hawkes Bay at Queen's Birthday weekend?

That's what you call bad luck. At least it rained hard enough for it to flood, so
nobody actually had to get too wet and go orienteering in it!
(for those who don't know HBOC put on a three day event last year over Queen's Birthday
weekend - eight of the Day One controls were washed out to sea, the event was canceled!)
8. How long has the coach travel been going on? Was it easy to introduce to orienteers who
are usually such car boot orientated people?
HB has had an annual interclub challenge against RK's since 1980. The first away
event we went to was on a bus to "Sandhills" for an away challenge. That was 1992?,
so I'm not sure what happened before then.
Since HB has belonged to WOA we have also participated in WOA inter-club
competitions and have taken a bus to these when the travel time is reasonable.
We have usually had reasonable numbers on the bus, but the club makes it an
attractive proposition for members, by subsidising the cost. People seem to enjoy not
having to drive, as those who go, always seem to return for future trips. It is quite a
good opportunity for socialising, too.
9. What are the club membership fees?

Club membership is $15 per family with the options of affiliating to the NZOF at
$18, $11 or $47 and receiving "NZ Orienteering" at $15.50.
One of the main reasons for the increase in our membership, has been the ability to
offer unaffiliated club membership. Families join for $15 - hopefully they come
along a few times, start improving, get hooked and then affiliate. It does happen! Of
course there will always be a % who find it is not their sport and you never see them
again, but at least they have come along and found out what it is all about.
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10. How many shouting/cheering training sessions did you have for the All night relays, does
the club intend to defend their title as best support in 2000?

That would be disclosing top-secret information, but I hear there is another headlight
up for grabs.
11. How do you publicize the sport/club?

The main advertising we do is of our coming events in the "Sports Draws" section of
the regional daily (free) and in the Coming Events section of a weekly community
newspaper. Because we have a fortnightly local calendar, we do get quite regular
publicity, with these notices and event results, which are always sent in on Sunday
night for publishing.
Our other main advertising, is the production of a club handbook - "Preview". This is
sent to all existing members at the start of the year and to anybody else who
expresses an interest in the sport or who comes along to an event. It contains
information about all aspects of the club - committee, subs, calendar (local &
national), event details, OY rules etc & a membership form (very important).
12. What summer events do you hold?

It's too hot to orienteer in HB in the summer and also the grass is too long and the
thistles are too big. So summer events are nothing particularly grand or successful.
We have had and will have street events, but it is just our regulars who attend these
every week - for a bit of pre- season training.
13. How many events in the winter to you hold?

Our calendar, which starts off with the weekly street events at the beginning of
February, runs until the beginning of December with fortnightly events. In winter,
we move to park and street maps for a few events because of lambing.
I think this is one of the strengths of our club, people can get a lot of competitive
orienteering by just being club members, without affiliating and traveling huge
distances. We have our own OY series, club championships etc. (Those who compete
in the open men's competition say it is harder, at times, to win a HB title than a
national title!)
14. How many training events do you organise a year?

In theory all ordinary club events should be training events, so there is quite a few of
these during the year. Formal coaching sessions vary. Geoff Morrison has been
holding 3 - 5 junior sessions a year for the last 3 years, which a number of adults also
attend. Other formal coaching is sporadic.
15. What socialising does the club do if any?

It was mentioned at our last committee meeting that we need to do more pure
socialising (not orienteering related) as a club. We always have a dinner (subsidized)
as part of the AGM & prize giving. We would usually have at least one other social
during the year (pot-luck dinner or supper) to mark some occasion - eg a farewell - or
for some purpose - coaching etc.
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16. When people phone up to ask about orieteering - what happens next?

Our phone number is usually attached to Coming Events notices, so calls are about
where events are located or queries about the sport. New people end up being given a
"Preview" by either coming to an event or I may send them one when they phone up,
depending on their initial interest.
17. Is the club run by a few very eager volunteers or is the work load distributed evenly? Or
maybe is it better to ask, how many people turn up to the committee meetings?

We usually have a 100% attendence at committee meetings - a total of 9 elected
people - rarely anybody else. Of course, the main organisational work is done by
committee members but we have a few non committee members who do some good
work.
Our club is also involved in the annual organisation of the Kaweka Challenge, and
there will usually be a group of non-committee members involved with this
organisation.
18. What is the policy on introducing people to the setting/controlling side of the sport?

Another strength of our club, because we have such a comprehensive local
programme, is that a large number of people get to set & vet courses during the year,
so that workload is quite widely distributed. For all events we have a setter (often
less experienced) whose work is overseen by a vetter (more experienced). Usually
one someone has been a fairly regular member for about a year, then they will be put
on the list of setters. I think members expect to set or vet at least once during the year
so it does mean that members become involved in one aspect of the club operation.
So what can we learn from Hawkes Bay? It certainly seems their club is on a trend for increasing
numbers at the moment. Is it the coach travel ? Is it the frequency of events? The publicity in the
news paper including regular results and a contact telephone number? Is it the "Preview" which I
am told by other sources is extremely good and successful?
In Auckland we certainly have the population, we have plenty of maps. How do we get more of the
former to meet up with the latter?
Word spread around HBOC that I was asking questions and one orienteer, Terry Russell sent along
his views as a new comer. (see next page) His message is quite clear, above all it was the people
contact, the interest shown in him as a beginner that encouraged him to continue orienteering. So
with what ever ideas are implemented - promotional events, publicity, training events we must
remember that personal interest puts the icing on the cake. Maybe that's why so many people
returned time and time again for the Summer Series Events, the Stewart welcome?
Thanks Terry and Pam for their time and effort.
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Message from a relatively new member of
HBOC
Terry Russell here from the HBOC, I am on the committee and a relative newcomer to HBOC and
Orienteering, having only been doing it for three years now. I was very interested in your (that's methe ed) request of Pam about why HBOC are so good and thought maybe you'd be interested in a
relative newcomers perspective on the subject.
I got started (March 1997) through my daughter who tried Orienteering at High school and enjoyed
it and was invited by Geoff Morrison to one of his junior coaching sessions. It wasn't long before I
took her to an event and gave it a go, I've missed less than a handfull of Hawkes Bay events since
and have also traveled to many other events around the country. In short I'm hooked.
That first event where first impressions count was run by Pam and Geoff and they couldn't have
been more friendly and helpful. Advising me on what course to run, making sure I didn't try
anything too hard, I did yellow, in my Sunday best and came back covered in mud. Much to my
wife's delight!!!
Some of the points that make HBOC a success, these are personal observations only:
1. We have some very keen people in the club, not only keen on Orienteering, but also committed to
seeing the club do well, I won't go into names most are well known around the country, some not
so well known.
2. There is always a friendly welcoming atmosphere at club events especially for newcomers.
Newcomers are given all the help they need to get going for the first time, and every effort is made
to talk with them after their course to see how they went and encourage them to try it again.
3. After your course the opportunity is always there to discuss your course (ie: get coaching) from
more experienced Orienteers even those you may be competing against. This has certainly helped
me develop my skills.
4. Once or twice a year "classroom" coaching sessions are also held for the up and coming.
5. The club is committed to its junior section, there is a string course at every event. There are junior
coaching sessions held during the year (Which adults can also attend). There is a strong emphasis
on getting entries to the National and North Island secondary champs.
I'm not sure any of this helps answer your question but in short I think HBOC success is it's people
not just a hardworking few, although we have those too, but there is a good club spirit and this is
enhanced by the leadership, club subsidised coach trips to away events and our top secret training
for shouting and cheering.
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I was delighted to receive the following article from Kathy Farquhar and welcome responses to be
published in this magazine or at leastfor the article to be discussed at club committee meetings.

ORIENTEERING PUBLICITY
A platform for the future - some thoughts from
Kathy Farquhar retiring National Publicity Officer
WMOC 2000 has shown that the sport of orienteering can generate good quality publicity covering
all aspects of the sport with background stories, human interest stories and results. Both
competitors and administrators were interviewed in an effort to build a complete picture for the nonorienteer both before, during and after the event All media were involved, newspapers, radio,
magazines and television as they were sent selected background material including a specially
prepared media booklet prior to the event.
This didn't just happen in an ad hoc fashion but was carefully organised to take advantage of the
relationships built up with the people in the media during the past three years. Overall, competitors
and administrators seem happy with the results of the efforts put in but the question now is what of
the future? What does the sport do with the interest generated amongst the general public in
January, in order to foster continuing interest. This is of course written on the assumption that we
want the sport to keep growing and developing. Some observations after six weeks of living in
Auckland may help provoke
useful discussion amongst the Auckland clubs. (This is meant to be provocative, not critical)
On the North Shore there are at least three community papers delivered and I think one which can
be bought - all seem to have sports columns in them and one can buy the Herald and the Sunday
Star Times - not once have I seen a comment about orienteering since we have been in Auckland.
So although we have just completed a World Championships in New Zealand, in our biggest city
the sport has had no profile since then.
However, we recently found the Summer Series in the Domain. I was greeted with waves of people
rushing past me - orienteering!! Fantastic! Great fun event and even trialists for the national team
were there - it was a great atmosphere, and would be the envy of other small clubs. By my reckoning
I think about 150 people were orienteering and enjoying themselves.
It set me thinking - what happens to all these people? I've been orienteering for about 15 years,
never seen most of those people, where do they go to? If, with no local publicity we can attract
such a number imagine what we can do with publicity! But on asking further I was told they don't
want to go into the forest, only come to the summer series! Why? - Too far? No transport?
Insecurity in unfamiliar surroundings? Too much effort? For two or three years now Darren
Ashmore has taught orienteering in schools full time - (most people think I'm crazy when I proudly
say orienteering has a full time teacher) but do we see more juniors, more school teams, more
parents in the forest in sufficient quantity to be proud of the sport's development in Auckland? In
other words does all the effort of a volunteer like myself or a professional like Darren make any
difference to the sport in terms of numbers and continuing development? Is Jean overun with
quality prospects to coach for the national team? The answer to all of these is
I believe an emphatic NO!
Again I question WHY? This is a topic Darren and I and others have discussed many times and I
now believe it is that the sport is too obscure, too inaccessible and is almost out of reach for kids
today. Transport used to be the key to the solution I thought but after the Domain event I believe
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that the Auckland clubs have the answer on their doorstep - to go one better and make orienteering
a sport for people that people can see, enjoy and participate in - take a step outside the square and
make orienteering accessible - put it into the parks and people will come, try it, enjoy it and then
move on to the real thing even if it takes them a year or two. In other words run park orienteering as
well as traditional orienteering so we have two series on all the time - HOW? - Some thoughts •
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

PAY someone or a group (one group springs to mind!) to run the events - with 150 or more
attending could it be self-funding?
Run orienteering on Auckland's parks and reserves - 951 of them
Run orienteering on North Shore's parks and reserves - 454 of them
Run orienteering on Manukau City's parks and reserves - approx 1100 of them
Take a long time frame - say two years to try it out
Run an event weekly in rain, hail or sunshine like "real" O is (all orienteers who have tried to
encourage others into the sport then had to say "well we only have an event ONCE A
MONTH!" will love being able to say it's on " weekly" like rugby, cricket, netball, hockey etc.,
etc.)
REMEMBER A MONTH TO A 10 YEAR OLD IS ABOUT THE EQUIVALENT OF 6
MONTHS TO AN ADULT. WHOEVER HEARD OF WAITING FOUR WEEKS FOR ONE 20
MINUTE RUN WHEN YOU ARE 10 YEARS OLD! RIDICULOUS! (In Rotorua club events
were on once a month - there are probably a few more up here)
Make the time the same each week, just like the "real" events
Have it at the usual times - Sunday, just like the "real" thing so the transition isn't too great
Rotate the duties amongst the organising group so they don't miss all the "real" stuff in the forest
Publicise the "real" O at the events so people can move into the forest if they want to but ONLY
when they are ready. By taking a long time frame it gives people time to make that move, not
after just 6 weeks
Judging by the numbers there at the Domain "real" orienteers might also come to sharpen skills,
help or just go for a training run or a change when they are tired. Don't expect experienced
orienteers to come - this is not for them, they are out in the forest.
Co-ordinate the publicity/sponsorship - something like this could be self funding.
Consider the numbers of people involved in leisure industry training who could utilize the
opportunity to be involved. How many orienteers have we who would jump at the chance to
work in the sport full-time - could have more than one full time professional orienteer?
Consider management training as a way of getting sponsorship money to help publicise the
events - make orienteering a useful skill for selected business people.
Don't knock the idea - think about it - look at the numbers, the likely participants and consider
trying it. Do it before PAPO get going and do it because they also have the club numbers to make
it worthwhile trying.
Variations like O-Max have a place especially when the numbers have built up and there is a
base to throw those variations into the schedule

Then go forth and publicise a sport that is accessible, enjoyable, got high numbers participating,
schoolkids involved in hundreds and the publicity will be self sustaining, the sport will stop dying
out and be enjoyable and grow into the future.
Discuss this idea with the Sports Trusts and move into the new millennium and make all the hard
work for WMOC 2000 worthwhile. I believe that the only value in having publicity in the future is
if somehow we can offer an accessible sport otherwise we will only keep doing the same thing having publicity for a sport that is put in the too hard basket by most consumers before they even
have the opportunity to try it. Good luck!
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Promoting the Summer Series
Mark Roberts, from Auckland Orienteering Club, reveals his work behind a successful publicity
campaign - could politicians learn a thing or two?
This year we decided that we would invest a little more time in promoting the Summer Series.
There is nothing special or clever here; no brilliant ideas; no strokes of genius; just the decision to
do it, and a systematic approach.
So what was different this year? I realised I could call on the Tautari Team (Mark's mates-ed) to
help: Craig Pearce, Julia Reynolds, Lisa Brooks, Nicola Kinzett, Sarah Pilgrim, Tim Wright were
all willing, (if not necessarily in the country at the time.) I've always known HOW to do this, I just
couldn't be bothered, and now I had some willing volunteers to do the donkey-work (thanks guys.)
I surfed into www.yellowpages.co.nz and searched for words like "sports", "recreation", "cycle",
"running", "aerobics", "library" etc, and accumulated hundreds of street addresses of Cycle Shops,
Recreation Centres, etc throughout Auckland City. I typed them all into a spreadsheet with the
suburb in a separate column, sorted by the suburb column, and printed out a few copies.
Meanwhile I created a version of the Summer Series calendar which was suited to leaflets (you can
read the word "Orienteering" at the top when it is folded to DLE - one third of A4 landscape) and
copied / printed it onto the back of thousands of old A4 colour maps of all sorts of places which I
found in the map store. The maps would have been better with courses and explanations on, but
that was too much extra effort. The copyshop folded the DLEs for me - much easier than doing it
by hand (although we discovered that not many places need DLEs.)
We distributed the leaflets all over the city before the summer series and updated the spreadsheet
with notes about how good the sites were, and added places we found en route. Then we went back
in November and February to restock the leaflets. Lots of people mentioned finding the calendars very gratifying.
I have also in recent years accumulated fax numbers for various papers and freesheets that publicise
recreational events - number one being "Auckland Scene" - and I fax attacked them from my PC
with a covering letter and the calendar. That cost very little effort and was VERY worthwhile.
I also dealt directly with Scouts, Guides and sundry other paramilitary organisations to ensure that
all of their local covens were informed - a few phone calls and some postage.
That's all we did - and it worked. The statistics will be out soon to say whether we arrested the
decline this year!
Please note what we did NOT do. We did not get coverage in local papers. We did not advertise.
We did not shove leaflets into letterboxes. We didn't do anything difficult or expensive or time
consuming. We just did the obvious things - but we did them thoroughly.
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Following on from the discussion so far
Did you know every time an email is sent out to the address list compiled from Summer Series
events and Winter Series events it is sent to up to 350 recipients?
There are several lists depending on what information people have requested, eg. Summer Series
only, Winter series only, all year events. The summer series recipient list is roughly one third bigger
than the all year list! Food to think on there!

the adidas Woodhill forest run
Sunday 30th April 2000
Muriwai, Northwest Auckland
This is a fun event for the whole family.
5 and 10km walk starts 9.45am
5 and 10km fun run starts 10am
11 and 22km mountain bike starts 11.30am
This event is a fundraiser for the NZ Orienteering Team to travel to World
Cup races in Australia and Europe.
Entry forms are available at cycle and running shops, or call Phil Wood on
Auckland 634-81104 to be sent one.
Phil Wood, Event Manager
NZ Orienteering Team
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the AUCKLAND ORIENTEER...
...is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Orienteering Clubs, Auckland, Counties-Manukau,
NorthWest and Waikato and Auckland Campus Orienteers. It is edited by Chris Rowe, CMOC and
distributed by Andrew and Connie Bell, NWOC. It is published at the beginning of every month
except January.

Next Issue: May 2000
Editorial contributions very welcome and in fact an absolute necessity. Send them to Chris Rowe
84 Fausett Rd. RD3, Drury, or emailian.hunter@xtra.co.nz.tel & fax (09) 294 8773
Please could I have all contributions before 6th MAyl 2000.
Disks or email please, if you can, microsoft word, Office 95, on DOS 3.5" disks for preference.
If you can't supply on disk I can type contributions if necessary.

Distribution
If you change your address, please contact your club membership officer or Andrew Bell on 09
411 7166. If you want a back issue of The Auckland BLABBERMOUTH / AUCKLAND
ORIENTEER, please contact your club membership person or Andrew Bell.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully acknowledges the
support of the Hillary Commission.
The Auckland Orienteering Association wishes to thank Carter Holt
Harvey for the use of its forests.
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Orienteering maps of the Auckland region
Wellsford

National Squad
NorthWest Orienteering Club
Auckland Orienteering Club
Counties-Manukau Orienteering Club

Kaipara Knolls

Scale 1:500,000 if this is A4

Wounded Knee
Mount Auckland

Warkworth

Woodcocks
Velvet Downs
Wilson Road
Shelly
Pukeko Ponds
Beach
Lake Kereta
Deak's Head
Paparoa
Slater Road
Sixteen Mile
Turkey Ridge
Otakanini Topu
Parakai
Te Heke
Helensville
Pot Luck

Muriwai North
Muriwai

Snells Beach

Waterfalls
Ahuroa
Puhoi

Waiwera
Orewa
Whangaparaoa

Kiwitahi /
Paehoka

Beautiful Hills

True North

Weiti
Shakespear

Waimauku

Long Bay

Kumeu

Albany

Huapai
Muriwai Beach

Moire
Park
Bethells
Beach

Western

Motutapu
Springs Grafton
Auckland Domain
Carrington
Dingle Dell
Mount Eden
Churchill Park
Mt St John
One Tree Hill

Piha

Karekare

Karamatura

Onepoto Domain

Huia

Tamaki

Farm Cove
Lloyd Elsmore
Mount Richmond

Mangere Mountain
Ambury Park
Awhitu

Whitford

Self's Farm

Matakawau

Totara Park
Clevedon

Pollok

Orere

Papakura

Reeve's Farm
Taurangaruru
Pukekohe

Waiuku
Karioitahi
Whiriwhiri Maioro
Robinson Road /
Waiuku Forest

Paerata
Cape
Hill

Drury

Kawakawa Bay

Hunua

Waharau

Ramarama

Bombay

Doctor's Hill
Tuakau
Pokeno

Harker Reserve
Onewhero
Port Waikato

Mangatawhiri

Tuakau
Four
Season's

Mercer

Miranda

Meremere

Huriwai

Mark Roberts June 1998
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Sender: Andrew Bell
1254 State Highway 16
RD3, Waimauku
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